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I. Introduction

	Newspapers are everywhere on the streets of Cameroon's cities.  On the fronts of kiosks they hang in rows, as many as twenty different titles at a time, held up by clothespins— the dirty laundry of the nation waving in the breeze.  The bold headlines and scathing front-page editorials attract small crowds that block the sidewalks.  Passersby stand for ten minutes sometimes before continuing on their way, or perhaps dropping 200 francs CFA in the hand of the vendor for a copy.  What attracts these crowds are not lurid tales of sex or sorcery, but debates over a national conference, fair elections, and true multi-party politics.
	Somewhere in that cacophony of headlines hangs the latest issue of Le Messager— that is, if it has avoided being seized by the authorities this week for crossing the line of orthodox acceptability.  On the surface it appears to be among the most conservative of the papers on sale, with its discreet lower-case headlines and a banner of lavender or green.  But since its start nearly twelve years ago, it has become the bane of Cameroon's government and the eloquent leader in the fight for a more open exchange of ideas.
	Perhaps a little lower on the kiosk's display is Cameroon Tribune, identifiable by the small portrait of President Paul Biya in the upper left corner and the presidential quote-of-the-day in the upper right.  Today's quote: "Democracy does not have to beget hatred, demagoguery, or rifts which corrupt and disturb the social climate." This is the official state newspaper, recording the words and deeds of the government as well as national events, and frequently presenting a view of the nation as the government would like it to be.  But the Tribune is becoming increasingly lost in the ever-expanding crowd of independent papers, and is having trouble finding a purpose in Cameroon's new pluralism.
	Using these two very different newspapers as a starting point, this study will survey the issues facing Cameroon's written press, both official and private, through the viewpoints of academics, politicians, and journalists themselves.   


II.  A brief history

	Contemporary journalism in Cameroon is a phenomenon strongly influenced by the pattern of the nation's past.  High and low points in quantity and quality of journalistic output have corresponded to periods of crisis, regime changes, and the whims of those in power.
	The first "newspapers" to appear in what is now Cameroon were those produced by European religious missions in the early 1900's.  Written in the native languages, they attempted to teach the norms and values of the "new civilization" being introduced to the local tribes.  They also encouraged the people to respect and serve the colonial authority.  There were no journalists as such; the articles were written by missionaries, local officials, or native contributors.  Thus from the very beginning the Cameroonian press had as its intention not only to inform but also to persuade readers to agree with a point of view.
	The French colonial period saw the emergence of the first "opposition" press in the 1920's, produced by Cameroonians themselves and challenging European domination.  This press was "a means of expression, a weapon for the colonized Blacks, and in the final analysis, played a role in the integration of the dominated African masses." Nga Ndongo, Valentin, Information et démocratie en Afrique: l'experience camerounaise.  Yaoundé: Editions SOPECAM, 1987, p. 30.  (All translations are by the author.)  Several obstacles faced this early press, however.  First was the lack of adequate means of production and distribution, as few printing presses were in the hands of Africans.  Second was the illiteracy of the majority of Cameroonians.  This hindered greatly the ability of the press to integrate a mass audience and continues to hurt the effectiveness of the press today.  Finally, these first manifestations of political awakening among Cameroonians provoked anger and fear on the part of the colonists, who reacted with censorship and seizures.  One notable example was Mbale ("The Truth"), a paper written and printed by Cameroonians in France which intended to reveal the "hidden truth" to the Cameroonian people.  This honesty did not impress colonial administrators who shut down the paper after three issues in 1929.  Despite these problems, this period saw the first use of newspapers as a means of political education of the masses.
	A relaxation of colonial rule allowed a wave of nationalist spirit to sweep the region in the period from 1945 to 1959, and a corresponding explosion of political propaganda in the form of 'newspapers.'  Of the 71 newspapers that came and went in this period, at least 40 were attached directly to one of the 91 political parties in the country. Mani Ekoudi, François Marie: Presse privée et déséquilibre de l'information au Cameroun.  Thesis, Department of Sociology, University of Yaoundé, 1987, p. 17.  Little distinction was made in these journals between opinion and fact, and they made no attempt to hide their political biases.  The writers again were not journalists but people interested in directly influencing public opinion.  Tracts, hastily written and copied pieces of propaganda passed from hand to hand, also flourished in this period.
	After Cameroon gained independence in 1960 the opposition press still existed but lost much of its impact.  More neutral and pro-government papers appeared, notably the paper La Presse du Cameroun.  The former British colony of West Cameroon was joined to the East, and the more oppressive style of government inherited from the French was imposed on that region.  This created tensions, as the West had been accustomed to a more open Anglo-Saxon tradition, and its budding free press was suddenly faced with censorship from the francophone government.  
	Then in June 1962 the government under Ahamadou Ahidjo began tightening its hold on all opposition, including the press.  No legal changes were implemented but several journalists were arrested, and what became known as the "law of silence" dampened the nation's previous enthusiasm for newspapers.  
	A new press law in 1966 confirmed suspicions that Ahidjo did not look kindly on those who did not agree with his administration.  The text of the law, modeled on similar French laws, begins, "Liberty of the press is guaranteed throughout the territory of the Federal Republic of Cameroon," but then adds, "This liberty is exercised within the limits of the provisions of the present law."  Article 11 of this law required editors to give two copies of their final proofs or their finished paper to the office of the Minister of Territorial Administration (MINAT) and the local prefect four hours before publication or distribution.  MINAT had the right to censor or suspend any material of a seditious nature or anything that was considered contrary to morality.  All new publications had to be authorized by MINAT before distributing their first issue.  Violation of this law was punishable by fine, imprisonment, and/or seizure of printed copies.  Its strictness prompted journalists to dub it "the penal code of the press."
	This law was ostensibly intended to aid further unification and centralization of the country, a somewhat legitimate justification considering the tribal, religious, and language differences that divided the patched-together nation.  But the law also served to silence opposition to Ahidjo's new single-party UNC government, created four months before.  The number of papers dropped from 30 to 9 in just five years. No new papers appeared until 1974 when the government created a publishing house, the Societé de Presse et d'Editions du Cameroun (SOPECAM) and its newspaper, Cameroon Tribune. This "paper of the state" dutifully recorded government activity and national events, and frequently enjoyed a near-monopoly at the kiosks thanks to the harsh press law.
	The remainder of the 1970's were a low point in Cameroonian journalism.  Thirty or so papers appeared and disappeared, all of which supported the regime, in most cases for lack of another viable option.  Most were heavy on sports and avoided politics.  The replacement of Ahidjo with President Paul Biya in 1982 and the turbulent transition period that followed sparked renewed interest in political issues and journalism.  But opinions vary as to whether or not this was truly a freer period for the press.  Biya's democratization program, "Le Renouveau" or "New Deal," did make journalism a practical enterprise again if not always a profitable one.  Many new independent papers appeared and were hailed by Biya's supporters as signs of the new democratic age.  But the 1966 press law remained in effect (albeit less strictly enforced), and censorship and seizures continued to discourage unorthodox opinions.
For a couple of years after November 1982 the press was 'free,' as long as it was freedom to criticize Ahidjo and his regime.  For as soon as the very [same] press attempted a more critical look at the present government and situation, the clampdown was firm, leading to far more arrests and detentions of media practitioners than were ever carried out by the previous regimes. Nyamnjoh, Francis Beng: How to kill an underdeveloped press: Lessons from Cameroon.  Gazette 46: 57-75, Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1990.
	Meanwhile the Tribune established itself as the mouthpiece of the state and Biya's ruling party, now called the Cameroonian People's Democratic Movement (CPDM).
	Interpretation of more recent steps towards democratization vary as well.  Opponents of the regime claim that public pressure and unrest is forcing Biya to speed up the "Renouveau" process that seemed to have gone off track after a 1984 coup attempt.  Others see Biya as being truly interested in further liberalization but running into the conservative side of the CPDM party.  The official government version is that all is proceeding according to Biya's carefully planned progression to true democracy.  
	Whatever the motivation, the National Assembly under Biya's direction passed a host of new laws in December 1990 concerning rights and liberties of the people.  The most politically important of these was the return of legal multi-party politics.  A new law concerning social communication, still in effect as of May 1991, was both good and bad news for the press.  While reaffirming that the liberty of communication is a central pillar of democracy, the Assembly added that "this liberty of expression, more than any other, can be a great danger for democracy if it is exercised without limits." For a discussion of these laws see: Tchieneham, Jean-Vincent, "Les lois de la liberté." Jeune Afrique Economie Magazine, February 1991, pp. 119-139.
	Under this law authorization is no longer required before publication of a newspaper, simply a notification of the proper authorities.  In principle the law opens up access to more sources of state information, previously tightly guarded.  The same system of total or partial censorship is maintained, but is limited to any material judged dangerous to public order or morality as interpreted by the authorities of MINAT.  A decision by the censor can be appealed to a judge who has one month to make a decision.   However, the sanctions and fines used to punish infractions of the press laws became more harsh.


III.  Cameroon today  — May 1991

"Strange country, Cameroon!  Turbulently intellectual, a wealth of ideas on one side and a political monolith on the other."
			                            -Axel Boiro, Voix d'Afrique Magazine  Boiro, Axel: "Cameroun: l'ouverture façon Biya." Voix d'Afrique Magazine, vol. 18, April 1991, pp. 18-19.
	This set of new rights, especially that of multi-party politics, did not calm opposition demands for change.  Instead the new freedoms opened the field of political activity and debate just enough so that the remaining restrictions and inequalities in the system were felt even more strongly.  A continuing economic crisis also heated the political climate.  The government blamed this crisis on the international recession, while the opposition blamed the government's financial management.  Multi-party politics, which were greeted enthusiastically when first legalized,  proved problematic in their implementation.  Twenty-one parties had been legalized as of May, ranging from some of Ahidjo's old friends to new socialist movements.  These parties had trouble getting their message across to the people due to the state/CPDM monopoly on radio and television, and found their only real outlet in the private press.  
	The Biya administration has tried to maintain its control over  the pace and manner of changes taking place, including all aspects of the first multi-party elections.  The opposition parties, which doubt the legitimacy of the government's intentions, continue to demand a national conference in order to rewrite the constitution and conduct an open debate on the course of Cameroon's future.   The government's response has been that the country's situation is not grave enough to merit a national conference, and that Cameroon can not afford the time and money for such a meeting. It is also unclear what form such a conference would take, who would be its leader, and what it would mean for the Biya regime.  On April 25 Biya revived the position of Prime Minister and appointed Sadou Hayatou to the post, whose role thus far has been to meet with any group or person who has problems with the current situation, including political party heads, religious leaders, and journalists of the private press.  But strikes, violent demonstrations, military crackdowns, and opposition ultimatums have increased tension to the breaking point.
	This tension also threatens to increase the divisions in the country that have caused 'national unity' to be one of the constant themes of government propaganda.  Besides the problem of the dissatisfied anglophone minority in the West, tribalism remains a major concern.  Over 200 different ethnic groups exist in Cameroon, and political appointments are made not on the basis of qualifications as much as by an unofficial system of tribal quotas.  No tribe is a majority but two have great influence on the current situation.  The first is the Beti people, the President's tribe and thus the tribe of many high-ranking officials.  They are often accused of stealing public funds and enjoying other benefits of their privileged position.  The second is the Bamiléké, a highly aggressive people from the West that has succeeded remarkably well in commercial enterprises, provoking the jealousy and wrath of other tribes.  Civil disturbances and a host of other problems are often blamed on the allegedly over-ambitious, uncivilized Bamiléké.  Rumors of potential tribal warfare between these two groups have circulated recently.


IV.  The press scene — An overview

	These conflicts and political debates provide a never-ending source of inspiration for journalists of the free press— inspiration but not necessarily information, as the raw material for this press is usually opinion instead of facts. While investigative reporting has begun to appear, the majority of articles are attempts at persuasion on various issues, condemnations of the government, interviews with opposition leaders, and so on.  This is partly a product of the colonial tradition of the newspaper as propaganda tool, but also derives from the more opinion-oriented tradition of French journalism.  The ideal newspaper in Cameroon is not one that claims to provide a comprehensive survey of events in an unbiased manner, as in the United States.  Instead the ideal paper is one that gets its message across.  Papers based in the Anglophone area frequently contain more factual reporting, but most papers make little attempt to hide their ideological orientation, even in "news" articles.  Front pages are frequently dominated by loaded headlines such as, "Paul BIYA: Can we have confidence in him?" Le Messager (French), 18 April 1991, p. 1.
	In this field of frank opinion and debate moderated by the censor, Cameroon Tribune (referred to simply as CT) is an oddity.  The French version is the only daily paper in the country.  This factor, combined with its proximity to the government, makes it the first paper to break news such as the appointment of a new prime minister.  This constantly leaves the private press in the position of reacting days later to government decisions.  CT is therefore useful as a source for specifically governmental information, but it is not content to be just that.  In its coverage (or non-coverage) of other events such as opposition demonstrations or political rallies, it often comes up with quite a different account than the independent press, making it difficult for the reader to know whom to believe.  At the same time it spares no paper printing photos of recent CPDM rallies.  Opinion pieces are numerous, frequently occupying all of page two.  But what distinguishes the Tribune most from private papers is its sometimes subtle treatment of information with the goal of improving the image of the CPDM government, a stance which contradicts its claim to be the national newspaper for all Cameroonians.  This situation has changed somewhat since the recent start of multi-party politics, as will be discussed later.
	Despite its different role, CT has the same tabloid format as every other paper.  Roving street vendors and news kiosks sell them all side by side regardless of ideology.  But who is on the buying end?  CT is understandably more popular with civil servants, and in a government-heavy nation such as Cameroon there are plenty of those.  Others buy it because of its timely coverage of government activity.  But the paper has had trouble maintaining public interest due to the existence of the more lively and sensational private press.
	The audience for newspapers in Cameroon is admittedly a proportionately small one.  They are easily available only in urban areas, especially Yaoundé, the capital, and Douala, the largest city and home of much of the private press.  This leaves out most rural Cameroonians who comprise between 60% and 80% of the population.  It is also unlikely that most villagers would be interested in papers that discuss only politics and events in the  cities.  Illiteracy also reduces the audience, as does the cost of 200 CFA (80 cents) for a 16-page paper.  
	The audience that remains is not, however, only a highly educated, wealthy elite. The crowds in front of the kiosks dispel that idea.  In recent months the press seems to have captured the interest of a wide range of the urban public, from university students to taximen to gendarmes, and it is the main means by which opposition parties communicate to the masses.  Some observers, such as Professor Mentam Tata at the University of Yaoundé journalism school, believe this popularity is due to the novelty of such a wide selection of papers and their increasingly harsh criticism of the government. 
We have a reading public which is not yet tempered. They are very easily fascinated, and interested in what is sensational, especially that which ridicules the government. Interview, 10 May 1991.
	It is thus not clear how long this fascination will hold out.  But the enthusiasm for multi-party politics and public demonstrations points to an increasing politicization of the people.  Under Ahidjo, and for a long while after him, Cameroonians were reluctant to discuss politics at all, even in their own homes, for fear of spies.  Now in the course of reading papers and in daily discussions they are being asked to make political choices for themselves.
	A study by  Valentin Nga Ndongo, Professor of Sociology at the University of Yaoundé, compared Spring 1988 issues of the private papers Le Combattant and Le Messager. Nga Ndongo, Valentin:  "Le journal camerounais comme espace sociologue." Annals de la Faculté des Lettres et Sciences, University of Yaoundé, vol. V, no. 1, January 1989, pp. 3-36.  At that time he identified two different genres in the private press:  papers such as Le Messager which were almost wholly political and thus read by an educated bourgeois élite, and those such as Le Combattant which contained shocking stories of violence and sex directed at a less educated, mass audience.  Since that study, Le Combattant, while still frequently sensational, has transformed itself into an almost entirely political and current events paper, printing photos of illegal demonstrations and burning cars, while purely escapist papers have disappeared from the market.  This seems to indicate a widening of the political arena to include less wealthy and less educated Cameroonians, who had previously simply left the politicians to do as they pleased.  Cameroon Tribune, apparently aware of this demographic shift in the paper-buying public, has attempted to attract the masses by sensationalizing itself at times— as in a March 26, 1991 news brief headlined "Pig Chops Off Pa Petro's Genitals."Cameroon Tribune (English), 26 March 1991. "The villagers said that the old man cried for help to no avail and later died from over bleeding."
	It is a time of rapid history-making change in Cameroon, and like any history this is being reflected and recorded in its newspapers.  The public and private press are changing too, but each faces different challenges and different obstacles.




V.  The public media

	In Cameroon as in many developing nations, the state has its hand in almost everything.  It is only logical then that the government should add a media wing to its monolithic bureaucracy.  And after independence, censorship created a huge gap in the information sector that the state stepped in to fill.  Just as state sugar, coffee, and cocoa industries were established, a news industry was set up.  The state also saw the possibility that informing its citizens 'correctly' could be a potential aid to development.  In Biya's words:
We mean to affirm our conviction that a well-informed citizen is necessarily better aware of the realities of his environment, more conscious of the stakes of national development, better advised of his choices, more responsible in his attitudes, and more apt to fulfill his duties in regards to the nation. Discours de politique generale,  Party Congress at Bamenda, March 1985.
	The regime, however, is concerned with controlling this informational process to protect the nation's interests but also to protect its own.  It recognizes the threat that can be posed by the free circulation of information and the open expression of public opinion, both to fragile national unity and to its own grip on power.  In this case the ideal situation for the state is to be the sole source and controller of information.  This concept, which Ahidjo tried to put into effect, is a direct descendant of colonial ideas about how those in power should handle information.  When the government created Cameroon Tribune in 1974 it was not the only newspaper, but censorship of all other papers prevented conflicting information from reaching the public. 
	Although the December 1990 "Rights and Liberties" laws legalized private ownership of television and radio stations, such things remained out of the financial and technological reach of citizens.  The state-run Cameroon Radio and Television Corporation (CRTV) continued to hold a monopoly on broadcasting within the country as of May 1991.  
	Radio is certainly the most 'mass' form of mass communication in Cameroon.  It is the main source of information for the rural population and requires only comprehension of one of the colonial languages to be understood.  There are also broadcasts in tribal languages such as Ewondo and Bassa.  Radio penetrates more thoroughly than newspapers ever could, as radios are cheaply available and can be used anywhere.
	Television began in 1985 and is still a novelty.  During the one and only state channel's limited broadcast hours, it commands the near-constant attention of anyone with access to a set.  The evening newscasts are religiously watched and discussed.  Many viewers watch both French and English versions of the news in their entirety.  But CRTV has until recently been reluctant to give air time to opposition parties or demonstrations, leaving this immensely powerful medium at the disposition of the ruling party.  
	Despite the overwhelming presence of the state and its opinions in the information sector,  other sources do exist.  The monopoly is challenged in four areas.  First, several foreign radio services can be received in Cameroon, including the BBC, Radio France Internationale, and the French-sponsored Africa No. 1.   These services have correspondents in Cameroon whose Western-style 'objective' reports often contradict those of CRTV.  Cameroonians frequently turn to these stations for uncensored accounts of what is happening in their own country.  Second, foreign magazines and newspapers are available in the cities, the most influential of these being  Jeune Afrique Economie, a slick Paris-based magazine which criticizes Cameroon's government quite openly.  While under the law these publications could be censored, their high price ($8 for JAE) limits their accessibility.  Third is the well-established network of informal communication developed over the years— photocopied tracts passed from hand to hand and, of course, the rumors that are a veritable industry in Cameroon.  Fourth and most important, the private press manages frequently to shake the credibility of the government media despite censorship, although it does have its own problems with credibility.


VI.  Cameroon Tribune

	Cameroon Tribune, then, is the only state news outlet that faces direct competition and criticism from other similar media.  So is there a place for a "newspaper of the state" in a pluralistic media society?
	The Tribune at times seems to ignore the existence of a private press.  Private papers engage in constant debate among themselves and frequently comment on articles in rival papers, including the Tribune.  But even in articles condemning the private press for irresponsibility, CT never mentions specific articles and rarely mentions the names of other papers.  In the past few months the paper has undergone changes that seem to show an awareness of a broader range of information outside that which had been traditionally accepted by the state.  Whether this change is a result of pressure from other papers and new political parties, or if it is part of Biya's liberalization plan, is unclear.
	The Tribune appears daily in French and twice weekly in English, and is based in a large office building next to the SOPECAM printing plant in Yaoundé. What the Tribune does best is to serve as a direct channel for government opinions and statements.  If the President makes a rare public statement or gives an interview, every last word is certain to be in the next morning's paper, accompanied by several photos of the President.  The respect given to the words of the Head of State is so great that they are likely to be reviewed for days, even weeks, afterwards.  One such interview was said to have "left indelible prints on the sands of our current democratization." Cameroon Tribune (English), 16 April 1991.  
	Some coverage of this kind does have a place in a society as state-centered as Cameroon.  But when CT tries to interpret events on its own or comment on them, problems invariably arise.  Any government decree is sure to merit several favorable articles, if not a special edition.  For example, in April 1991 taxi drivers threatened to strike if the government did not lower gas prices.  When those prices dropped considerably just before the drivers' deadline, CT responded with an article explaining how the move reflected the government's "undeniable political courage" in responding to the needs of its citizens.  Three days later it featured a 4-page special supplement explaining in detail the reasons for the drop and again praising the government's wise decision. Cameroon Tribune (French), 29 April and 2 May, 1991.  No mention was ever made of the threat of a strike.  While not an actual manipulation of information, such articles show careful political posturing.  This kind of coverage, peppered with buzzwords such as 'order,' 'responsibility,' and 'maturity,' may appeal to supporters of the government.  But it has put the paper in an awkward position when the government changes its mind, says Tata.
At the time when it [CT] should have been evolving it was devolving instead... It has suffered enormous humiliations by supporting government positions that were then reversed. Interview, April 23 1991.
	One glaring example of this was the lengthy period in 1990 when Biya repeatedly dismissed calls for multi-party politics, saying this was not the best path for Cameroon to take.  The Tribune wrote glowing editorials praising this decision until December when a multi-party system suddenly became a reality.  CT was then obliged to reverse its position and praise the wise advance towards further democracy.
	Another problem has been the paper's conservative approach to covering non-governmental activity.  Fomenky Ebonkem, assistant editor-in-chief of the Tribune's English edition, responded to criticism of his paper's minimal coverage of an important opposition demonstration by saying that, after all, "it was an illegal march," and that they had only covered it at all "out of professional curiosity." "Comment la presse Camerounaise vit et gère les libertés générées depuis 1982 au Cameroun?" (Round table discussion on Cameroon's press.) Le Messager (French), 25 April 1991.  Thus events are only events if they are legal ones, and if not, they are considered to be of no importance.  After recent violent demonstrations, especially at the University, the paper has not given death tolls, although it is public knowledge that deaths occurred.  This may be because the paper has no access to such sensitive information from the government and has little incentive to find out what actually happened on its own. When it does cover riots the paper tends to skim over details and emphasize the return to normalcy.  Following one particularly violent day the English front-page headline read, "After Demonstrations, All For Calm, Dialogue," and featured a large photo of Biya from a television interview he had given several days before. Cameroon Tribune (English), 16 April 1991.
	However, that same issue showed signs of the changes that have been creeping into the Tribune over the past few months.  On page three were pictures of three opposition party leaders along with their reactions to the President's interview.  John Fru Ndi of the Social Democratic Front asked, "Does Mr. Biya know that the students [at the university] are being looted, raped, and tortured [by government troops]?  That Mr. Biya ignored the burning issues is indeed disturbing."  Two of the leaders expressed their desires for a national conference.
	Governmental and presidential news and positions still dominate page one, and the CPDM continues to take up more than its share of the inside pages.  But in the last three months the Tribune has not only acknowledged that an opposition exists, but has even printed a few articles on demonstrations and opposition activities with little or no editorial comment.  The television news has also exhibited a movement towards further openness and freedom of debate.  On May 14 it presented a special program of interviews with University students who explained why they were so dissatisfied with the institution and with the government.


VII.  The Tribune's future  —  Some opinions

	The motivations behind these recent changes are hard to decipher.  President Biya has frequently spoken of his desire for greater transparency and a code of conduct for the public media.  From his television interview on April 11:
I have told you that we are going to give directives for a new official media code to be put into action in order to permit a greater transparency.   Cameroonians must be able to have knowledge of what happens, and the media must also have the means to cover events that they judge useful for an informal opinion, without letting themselves be dominated by opposition parties. Cameroon Tribune (French), 12 April 1991.
	Biya also noted the obstacles to this objectivity, namely a tendency towards the type of politicized journalism inherited from the French:
Look at the great countries which have gone before us on the path to democracy.  As soon as a party formerly of the opposition takes power, what does it do?  It changes everybody, including the journalists!  That is to say...that everyone has to some extent 'his' journalists. Ibid.
	Given the partisan nature of government positions, can a paper run by civil servants ever by truly objective, as much as any other paper can?  Should the Tribune even attempt change or should it simply retain its role as the journal of the state?
	Joseph-Charles Doumba, Director General of the Tribune, predictably echoes Biya's sentiments.  His paper at times carries the slogan, "Cameroon Changes, Cameroon Tribune Also," because
...we want to tell readers that the new society will be reflected by Cameroon Tribune, that it will express the feelings of all Cameroonians.  Every government needs something to promote its opinions...[but] now the Tribune has to search out every kind of information, not just governmental... We are not the paper of the CPDM, we are the paper of the state. Interview, 13 May 1991
	By taking this approach the Tribune would ideally become a bias-free comprehensive national paper on the American model, making it an even stranger creature in Cameroon's media zoo.  Jacques Fame Ndongo, director of the national journalism school ESSTIC and also the President's press secretary, describes this ideal.
I think that the paper of the state is not truly of the state, because it is a paper that represents the whole of the population.  A private paper necessarily reflects a partisan ideology.  It's the person who finances the paper who orients it.  The state belongs to everyone...  It is an objectivity in principle, because we are in a transition period.  It is not yet the true transparence that one aspires to.  That will change progressively. Interview, 19 April 1991.
	In contrast, sociology professor Valentin Nga Ndongo feels that if the Tribune wants a role in the new pluralism, it should give up trying to be a paper for all, since "he who has many friends has none."
It is in Cameroon Tribune's best interest to keep the audience it has... If it wants to keep its audience it should be more critical of the opposition.  A paper should have a clear ideology. Interview, 13 May 1991.
	Many say that the Tribune will have to change in some way to avoid being ignored.  Or perhaps the fault is with the unpatriotic public, as one of the paper's own writers admitted in an August 1990 article entitled "Reconciling the Irreconcilable:"
Has the public press in Cameroon become divorced from its own public?  One can seriously ask the question at a time when in our kiosks readers snatch up Le Monde, Newsweek, and recently Le Messager, La Détente...without a glance at the latest issue of Cameroon Tribune within arms reach...  The public does not approve of the choice and treatment of information in the official media, forgetting that it has a precise mission— to describe and explain the politics and the action of the government. Cameroon Tribune (French), 28 August 1990.
	Pressure for change in another direction is coming from the administration.  Minister of Information and Culture Augustin Kontchou Kouomegni visited the paper on May 13 to give the Tribune some "cardinal guidelines," mentioning further transparency but also "the need to promote a good image of Cameroon, the regime, and its leaders."   He also blamed the Tribune for being unagressive in its search for news and, surprisingly, not strong enough in its support of the government.
As a public media, I understand your desire to serve the general interest, but you must also understand that every nation gives its destiny to a small group of persons to govern; it is this group that incarnates the aspirations of the people, so you must always be at its service. Cameroon Tribune (English), 14 May 1991.
	There are also those who would not be sad to see the paper fade away entirely, as it has become a "white elephant," as Hilary Kebila Fokum, an editor for Le Messager calls it.
	The 1990 "White Book" by a group of anonymous opposition intellectuals had this prediction:
One could thus envisage the pure and simple disappearance of Cameroon Tribune or, what seems to us more plausible, its reorientation as an organ in the hands of free and competent journalists, open to the truth and to all currents of opinion. Collective, Changer le Cameroun-- pourquoi pas?  Livre blanc par un group d'intellectuels.  Yaoundé: E.S.F., 1990.  This book, which was banned upon publication, is regarded as a sort of policy handbook for the opposition.
	Which path the paper will eventually take remains to be seen, but according to Director General Doumbé, one quite symbolic change may soon take place.  The portrait of Paul Biya that graces the top left corner of every issue may have its days numbered.  The picture was placed there in the turbulent post-Ahidjo years and has remained largely for reasons of tradition.  It has already shrunk considerably since last year, and apparently has no place at the top of the paper "for all Cameroonians" in the dawning era of pluralism.


VIII.  The private press

	It is estimated that there are now thirty private newspapers in Cameroon.  No one is certain about this figure, as private papers frequently appear and vanish after only one issue.  Some appear every few weeks, others every few months.   Since the publication authorization fee of 500,000 CFA ($2,000) was eliminated in December, everyone, it seems, wants to try his hand at running a newspaper.  But multiple obstacles still exist.  The one most widely complained about is censorship, which will be discussed further on.  In the financial area, banks are reluctant to give loans to editors of private papers, since issues can easily be seized by the censor, resulting in loss of income.  Nearly all private papers are printed at SOPECAM, home of the Tribune, as it is the best printing plant in the country.  There the government sets the prices for printing and newsprint.   There are no daily private papers due to the prohibitive cost, so most appear weekly, bi-weekly, or erratically.
	There is also the problem of finding something interesting to print.  Newspaper staffs are small, sometimes consisting of only six or seven employees, most part-time, and a host of freelance contributors.  This situation contributes to the lack of fact-based information in papers.  Such articles require time, research, and money, while an opinion piece requires only a critical mind, pen, and paper.  Rumors are sometimes substituted for facts and then are elaborated on and exaggerated further until the line between fact and opinion becomes entirely blurred.  Emmanuel Noumbissie Ngankam, an editor for Le Messager, calls this reliance on opinion a weakness of the young Cameroonian press.
One must remember that we work under very difficult conditions.  Our means of investigation are extremely limited. What this leads us to do sometimes is to give much more analysis than information. Interview, 9 May 1991.
	Even the most widely read private newspaper is unable to support a staff of news-gathering correspondents, so it cannot compete with the national coverage of the Tribune, despite the latter's spottiness.  There is no equivalent to the Associated Press service in the United States, which is a major source of non-local stories for smaller newspapers.  It is unlikely that the government would look kindly upon the formation of a private cooperative national news service.  While the large number of newspapers is a step towards wider coverage, the concentration of papers in Yaoundé and Douala, as well as the underdeveloped and expensive communication system, cause the private press to miss many potential stories.  As a result, the public press is still the primary source of information, and the private press is left to analyze events that have been covered in the public press several days before.  While legally more government information is now available to journalists, the public press still gets the scoops first, as fed to them by the administration.  Ebonkem of the Tribune is proud of this area of domination:
The private press is essentially a press of commentary, of opinion.  If you want to know daily what is happening in Cameroon, you can't do anything but read Cameroon Tribune. "Comment la presse Camerounaise vit et gère les libertés générées depuis 1982 au Cameroun?" (Round table discussion on Cameroon's press), Le Messager (French), 25 April 1991.
	A lack of professionalism also marks the private press.  Great importance is placed on education in Cameroon, and journalism is believed to be a trade that requires training to be done correctly.  Most private press writers do what they can in their spare time, with mixed results.   As Kebila Fokum of Le Messager says, "We have drop-outs from school who pass for journalists.  That is a legitimate criticism."  But anyone trained at ESSTIC, the nation's journalism school, is likely to search out a high-paying, stable job at Cameroon Tribune or in business.
	A product of this lack of professionalism and solid factual reporting is sensationalism, which has always been a sure way to sell papers.  It is the headline-covered front pages of papers that are their main selling tool, so they often bear outrageous headlines that have little to do with the articles inside.  Opinion pieces are commonly fiery rants that reach such intensity in the final paragraphs that they apparently threaten public order and have to be censored.  These pieces sell papers because there is still something shocking about being able to print harsh criticism of the government in Cameroon.  The public gets the thrill of the taboo, and the censored parts only make readers curious as to what horribly offensive things merited such treatment.  However, this kind of journalism lacks credibility and originality, and it is not likely to hold the public's interest for very long.
	As mentioned before, attempts at objectivity are not as much a priority in Cameroon as in, say, the United States.  No paper really tries to cover all that goes on in the country, so the choice of what to cover is an ideological one.  Since the omnipresent state media cover largely government-oriented events, the private press is content to just fill in the gaps and correct disinformation.  As one private journalist writes, "As the so-called 'official' press organs do not criticize government action, it is evident that the so-called 'independent' press fills the void.  What the opposition has to do, the private press does, without always being a press of  the opposition." Bonat, Sergiot: "La presse priveé n'a peur de personne," Tribune du Peuple, 2 April 1991.  This coverage of alternative viewpoints has directly benefited the opposition parties, who without adequate access to public media have had trouble presenting their identities and their platforms.  Noumbissie comments:
In a pluralist regime people have to know the proposals of others.  We know what the CPDM does.  We don't have to interview them to find out what they say. Interview, 9 May 1991.
	Surprisingly, considering the country's history, no prominent paper is the mouthpiece of any one opposition party.  While some parties such as the UPC receive more coverage than others, this seems to be a result of them having more popular support.  Endorsements of political parties by newspapers have not yet begun but may occur when (or if) elections approach and parties begin to establish more distinct identities in order to break away from the now-homogeneous mass of parties.
	In its rebellious stance, the private press in general avoids positions where it would appear to be agreeing with the government.  While not exactly endorsing violent demonstrations, it has not gone out of its way to condemn violence and vandalism as the public press has.  The private press received criticism for not condemning University students who burned to death a fellow student, rumored to be a government informant.  But while CRTV news carried a lengthy report on the student's funeral, it has failed to release the names of any other students killed during demonstrations by government forces.  The blindness of bias affects both sides.
	This is not to say that the editorial line of every private paper is to be critical of the government.  On the contrary, there are papers that actually support the administration and the CPDM party, but they are definitely the exception rather than the rule.  The most prominent of these is Le Patriote, a professional-looking publication that is most likely financed by the CPDM.  (It is widely believed that Jacques Fame Ndongo, director of the journalism school and presidential press secretary, also has a large part in its production, although his name does not appear in it.)  The paper features harsh criticisms of opposition members and private papers, the sort of mudslinging that is common in private papers but that the Tribune would never stoop to, and its pages never show a trace of censorship.


IX.   Le Messager

	The best-known private newspaper in Cameroon is Le Messager.  It is constantly a topic of discussion among those who cherish it as well as those who hate it.  In an analysis of the paper's name, Nga Ndongo described it as "a newspaper that...lacks neither pretensions nor ambitions, and which poses itself as a type of prophet or messiah of the Cameroonian press." Nga Ndongo, Valentin,  "Le journal camerounais comme espace sociologue," Annals de la Faculté des Lettres et Sciences, University of Yaoundé, vol. V, no. 1, January 1989, p. 14.
	While this characterization is somewhat exaggerated, Le Messager does hold a special position on the media scene.  Part of this is due to its longevity by Cameroonian standards.  The paper was started by Pius Njawe, now its Director of Publication, in 1979.  Njawe's description of Le Messager is as follows:
...An independent newspaper of constructive criticism, which has devoted itself to working for the promotion of a Cameroonian society of rights, justice, liberty, and equality, and under this heading it encourages all initiatives with the intention of promoting these values. "Comment la presse Camerounaise vit et gère les libertés générées depuis 1982 au Cameroun?" (Round table discussion on Cameroon's press), Le Messager (French), 25 April 1991.
	The paper has won public respect through its professional approach.  Its appearance is more tasteful and reserved than the majority of independent papers, and its front-page headlines are in modest lower-case type.  Inside the articles are largely restricted to political topics and contain no outrageous faits divers.  It is the kind of newspaper a man in a business suit would not be ashamed to pick up.  Despite the appearance, the paper's political criticisms are just as harsh as those of any other paper.  At times they are even more damaging, as they tend to avoid the enraged rants found elsewhere and adhere to more coherent organized arguments.
	At the top of the front page, Le Messager calls itself "a paper of information and debate."  Here as elsewhere in the private press, debate takes precedence.  It is a debate though that largely leaves out the government's perspective, presumably because those viewpoints are readily available in the public media.  The 'debate' is among professors, intellectuals, opposition party leaders, and writers who discuss the proper course for Cameroon and the issues of the day.  Le Messager prints lengthy interviews with such people.  While the paper has recently tried its hand at more investigative articles and has come up with some of the private press' most impressive scoops, these efforts have been largely muffled by the censor.
	Le Messager employs a total of 15 people, including editorial and production departments.  It is put together in a series of second-story rooms in two buildings on either side of a Douala street.  There are some staff reporters, but the paper is dependent on freelance writers to fill its pages.  Prominent friends of the paper also submit articles for publication without expecting compensation.
	The paper appears weekly in both French and English editions, and as at the Tribune each edition has an autonomous editorial staff.  There are several reasons for this division.  The two editions are tailored for their respective audiences, as the anglophone minority in the former British area is much more politicized and more opposed in general to the Biya regime, so a different kind of criticism is called for.  Articles of more local interest for French and English areas are included in each, and the more fact-based English journalistic tradition is reflected in that edition.  But audiences for the two editions overlap due to the level of bilingualism in the country and, since both editions are distributed nationwide, many people buy both weekly.  For this reason articles are never simply translated from one edition to the other.
	Le Messager and the private press in general have often been accused of strictly and uniformly endorsing the side of the opposition, or of being members of the opposition themselves.  Noumbissie, an editor of the French edition, claims that the paper's stance is not that simple.
When President Biya took power in 1982, when he announced his political program, we approved of it, and we continue to approve of his original program as it was announced in 1982.  What is unfortunate is that between what he has promised and what he does concretely, there is a real gap...  We would never adopt a position only to provoke those in power. Interview, 9 May 1991.
	The paper has also faced accusations of bias towards certain political parties, or of promoting the interests of the unpopular Bamiléké tribe, to which several of its staff members belong.  However there seems little concrete evidence to verify these claims.  It is true that the Bamilékés in general have been harshly critical of the Bulus in power, but so have members of every other tribe, and it seems presumptuous to simplify the debate to the level of tribalism.  The number of Bamilékés on the staff can be explained by the friendships and collaborations that form more easily within a tribe, and not by some conspiracy theory.  The contents of the paper also do not reflect discernible biases towards a particular party or tribe.
	Noumbissie calls the tribal allegations "stupidity" and adds that Messager editors "all have political sensibilities. But at the level of the paper, we could never become a propaganda organ for some party."
	Njawe adds: "Le Messager defines itself as an independent paper, independent of political power, independent of political parties, independent of pressure groups."


X.  The debate over censorship
	April 4, 1991: At a short question-and-answer session with European and CRTV journalists in Paris, President Paul Biya says that "press censorship in Cameroon is more symbolic than real."  His statement is repeated by the state TV, radio, and the Cameroon Tribune.
	Meanwhile in Cameroon that same day, the entire Messager edition 222 of April 3 is seized by authority of the Minister of Territorial Administration.
	Many copies of the issue are nevertheless distributed secretly around the country.  While it is not clear what exactly excited the wrath of the censor, the edition contains an article which claims that Jacques Fame Ndongo, director of the national journalism school ESSTIC, had stolen large amounts of money from the institution. 
	A short time later, Fame Ndongo submits a letter to the paper in an attempt to clear his name, as he says "this issue was distributed surreptitiously in Cameroon."  Papers are by law required to grant a person or institution who has been incriminated in an article the right to respond.  But the editors of Le Messager refuse, saying that they do not have to allow Fame Ndongo to respond to an article that has technically never been published. Le Messager (French), 18 April 1991.
	This story demonstrates the confusion, the contradictions, and the inconsistency that characterize censorship in Cameroon.  Censorship has been a popular subject in recent months, on the side of the government as well as in the pages of the private press.  Not a paper appears without some complaint about the repression caused by the censor.  The government seems unruffled by these complaints, as it has repeatedly justified censorship as a necessary measure to protect fragile national unity, and it claims the press in Cameroon is a very free one.  Biya's most recent statement on the topic was made during a trip to the United States:
We are for liberty of the press, but the press has to behave responsibly... Liberty has to be founded on responsibility and love of country.  And it is thus to help improve the responsibility of the press that we have continued to maintain some censorship, which is less a limitation of liberty than a means of education, because liberty of the press in Cameroon is not a long-standing tradition.  But I hold that today censorship is more and more symbolic, and the laws that have been passed on this subject could well be modified towards greater liberty. Cameroon Tribune (French), 8 May 1991.
	It is the question of what exactly constitutes a threat to public order that causes much of the confusion over the censorship laws.  The government's explanation is that the divisions in Cameroonian society of tribe, region, religion, and language make the national union a tenuous one that can be easily destroyed by rumors or slander.  According to Fame Ndongo, the situation is so fragile that a journalist could easily start a civil war.
I know the private press would like to say anything it wants, but in effect that's impossible because we are a very young nation.  If for example censorship is removed, someone in a newspaper could tell everyone to attack the Bamilékés...and the next day you would find 1,000 dead in the street, because people are just waiting for that. Interview, 16 April 1991.
	From the journalists' perspective, the problem with the law is that the interpretation of what constitutes a threat to national unity is left to the censor himself, who is a member of the Biya administration.  Any critical attack on the regime can thus be interpreted as a threat to stability.    
	The private press includes a range of opinion on this subject.  Some agree that journalists have the potential to create anarchy by publishing dangerous information.  But the general feeling is that the decision of what to print and what not to print should fall on the journalists themselves and not on some "editor-of-editors" at MINAT.    Noumbissie says,  "I think that we at Le Messager are sufficiently responsible, and it is for that reason that sometimes we have refused to publish information that could be dangerous for the state of national unity."
	The man actually responsible for carrying out the censorship laws for the past eight years is Dr. Erik Essoussie, Assistant Director of Political Affairs at MINAT.  He and his staff look over all newspapers mandatorily submitted to his office and tell editors what they may print and what they may not.  At the most basic level this involves going through mockups of printed pages and crossing out whatever is judged to be dangerous to public order and morality— there are no more specific guidelines than that.  
	But Essoussie is not the Orwellian ogre he is often made out to be, and seems to sincerely believe that he is doing a great service for his country.  He says journalists are his friends and he does his job "in a spirit of dialogue and understanding." Interview, 13 May 1991.  He portrays himself as a kind of benevolent father of Cameroonian journalists, and says he has often defended them to the administration as he is the one who understands them best.  He credits himself with some of the improvement he has seen in the private press over the years, and says this is evidence of the dialogue between himself and journalists.  In fact, he says that at times he corrected grammar and spelling mistakes in papers he was given to censor, before the number of papers and lack of time made this impossible.
	Essoussie still finds a lack of professionalism and education in the private press and a tendency towards insult rather than real criticism.  "If you insult a public figure, it could create tension between the people and those in power," he says.  But he would like to see the day when journalists have reached a level of responsibility that would allow censorship to vanish.  
	Censorship at its current level, while not exactly symbolic, is most commonly viewed as a nuisance rather than a real muzzle on information.  It is the principle of press freedom and the condescending attitude of the government that enrages journalists most.  "Every administrator has a lesson to give journalists, but they don't want to learn from the journalists," says Fokum at Le Messager.  But the loud cries of opposition to this law may create more damage to the government's image than the information it censors possibly could.  As Jules Koum Koum of Le Jeune Observateur writes: "The more one corrects an infant in this country, the more it cries, simply because our system of correction, if it truly is one, does more bad than good." Le Jeune Observateur, 13 March 1991.


XI.  Le Messager and the censorship game

	Le Messager invariably comes up in discussions about censorship, as it seems to be the paper that has most often borne the marks of the censor's pen.  Freedom of expression has been one of the paper's most frequent themes.  As the paper has become more widely read and respected, it has become continuously bolder in its criticisms and its challenges to the government, and this boldness has consequently won it even further respect among critics of the regime.  It has become a sort of mission for the paper to point out the absurdities and injustices of the press laws, and to challenge those laws when possible.
	Like every other paper Le Messager is legally required to submit copies of its page proofs before publication or to submit finished copies before distribution.  If the first option is chosen, the paper is then required to eliminate sentences, paragraphs, even whole articles that cross the line of orthodoxy.  On the final printed page the editors commonly do this by printing large grey boxes over the offending material, making the imprint of the censor extremely visible on the paper's tastefully organized pages.  Sometimes the boxes cover the majority of the text but leave tops or bottoms of the lines of text sticking out, making it possible for a careful reader to discern what is underneath.  Larger deleted sections are often left completely blank or are sometimes filled with a quote: "Censorship in Cameroon is more symbolic than real.  —Paris, April 4 1991."
	The paper plays other games in an attempt to lessen the amount of material that gets censored.  Papers have the option to submit their proofs to a local prefecture instead of the office of MINAT in Yaoundé.  This provision is intended to allow papers outside of Yaoundé easier access to a censor, but Le Messager uses it in another way.  Often government officials outside of Yaoundé have less of an idea of what goes on in the capital and of what material is potentially damaging, and will let things get through that would have been censored at MINAT.  Le Messager submits proofs to such an office, gets the proper authorization to print, and then rushes to SOPECAM in Yaoundé to get the paper published.  "For us it's a game, because it allows us to point out the absurd character of the press law," says Noumbissie.
	Without specific guidelines, the decisions of the censors are sometimes rather arbitrary.  They will cross out an inflammatory headline, while skipping over a particularly scathing article on the next page.  Often at MINAT the French edition of the paper gets censored much more heavily than the English edition.  Apparently the administration in Francophone Yaoundé is not very good with English.  "It appears that these men make no effort in the area of bilingualism.  There are articles that are particularly violent against the administration which pass only because the censor doesn't understand much," says Noumbissie.  At times however the Minister of Territorial Administration has required the paper to translate every article in its English edition so he can read and censor it himself.
	The most widely-read part of Le Messager after page one is very likely the weekly feature on page 3, "Muyenga and Takala on the Lane."  This takes the form of a discussion between two friends who meet on the street: Takala (meaning "wanderer" in the Bamiléké language), a naive CPDM member and believer of government propaganda, and Muyenga ("wanderer" in the Douala language), who is fully up to date on the latest happenings in the country and fills in his friend about what is really going on.  It is a clever, entertaining device that is persuasive in its arguments, as Muyenga tries to convince Takala that his government has been lying to him.  The column is anonymous so the paper as a whole bears responsibility for what appears in it. 
	The information Muyenga reveals strains credibility at times, especially since the piece is by nature a casual conversation and thus does not list sources.  For example, one issue claimed that helicopters financed by the World Bank for use in fighting glaucoma were instead being used to drop tear gas on demonstrators.  But the paper claims that it does in fact have documentation for these statements and that they are not simply the latest products of the rumor mill.  Some of the information was once contained in more detailed articles that were cut by the censor.  By burying this information in a dialogue (and bending the rules of journalism) the paper hopes to give the news another chance of getting past the censor and out to the public.  This effort is not always successful, as this page regularly bears the censor's gray boxes.
	All of these strategies are attempts to stretch the limits of the censor and the press laws.  But Le Messager frequently challenges the censor more directly.  It is legal for editors to submit already printed copies of their paper before distributing it.  With this "all-or-nothing" approach, editors hope that they will not be forced to throw out their entire issue because of an offensive paragraph on page six.  This psychological game is a risk for them but also an act of defiance, a refusal to submit to the censor's pen.
	This strategy does not always work.  But Fokum says that seizure of an issue is not necessarily a total loss, since "every time they seize the paper we become more popular."  At times when a particularly important article is sure to be censored, the staff may put some token issues on the kiosks to be seized.  Then they begin distribution of the remaining copies underground, through a network of friends.  If devoted readers see that the paper has not made it to the newsstand this week, they may try to procure a copy some other way, with the incentive that something particularly important must have caused the ban.  This situation occurred in April when the paper tried to print the names of remaining political prisoners— an article which contradicted the administration's statement that there were no such things.
	In January 1991, the government took a more direct approach to censorship.  Le Messager received international attention when contributor Celestin Monga and director of publication Pius Njawe were arrested for insulting the President.  Monga, in an emotional open letter to the President entitled "False Democracy," criticized Biya's recent speech to the National Assembly, calling it "outrageously condescending, paternalist, and pretentious."   He blamed Biya for the sad state of the country and its government.
It is therefore urgent, Mr. President, that politics cease to be a permanent circus and become instead the means of expression of the popular will.  It will be thus necessary to stop the crude and simplistic slogans which crowd page one of Cameroon Tribune every day... and to let those speak who have interesting things to say— and I can assure you, there are many in this country. Le Messager (French), 27 December 1990.
	The December 27, 1990 issue containing the letter was submitted to the censor's office, and editors waited the prescribed four hours before distributing it.  Soon after, it was seized by police.  The pair's arrest sparked large demonstrations in Douala and elsewhere, and seven protestors died in clashes with police in the northern city of Garoua.  Monga was detained for three days, found guilty, and given a six-month suspended sentence.  As of this writing, Monga has appealed the decision and is awaiting a response (see Appendix).  The popular outpouring in the paper's support foreshadowed public demonstrations to come and demonstrated for the first time the power the private press can have.
	As of April 30 1991 Le Messager had taken the bold step of pretending to ignore the censor entirely and distributing their issues as they please. This gamble could potentially force the paper out of business if issues continue to be seized.  But Biya's government has weakened to the point where it cannot always have its way.  Seizures will only add to the public support behind the paper and make the government's claims of commitment to democracy look like a farce.  A simple shutdown of Le Messager or detention of its staff would be sure to prompt huge rallies in Douala, an embarrassment the government can ill afford.  Allowing distribution to continue, however, will encourage other papers to follow the leader, and MINAT would soon have a lot less work to do.  It remains to be seen how the government will react to this escalation in the censorship battle.


 XII.  The media and the future...

	The future of Cameroonian journalism depends on the fate of the Biya administration.  Past movements towards greater democracy such as the December press law have taken place under Biya's guidance, but recent events seem to be spinning out of government control.  It is unlikely that Biya now has enough power to crack down and return to Ahidjo-like control, which would cancel hopes of further press freedom.  Thus this discussion will assume that the liberalization process will continue, with or without Biya.
	Continuing that process would first mean the elimination of censorship.  Even the censor himself admits that it "can't exist for long.  Soon there will be no more arguments to defend it." Interview, 13 May 1991.  The only remaining question is how soon it will vanish. Estimates place it within a year, unless the private press forces MINAT's hand sooner.  It is also likely that the passage of time will see many of the "new wave" crop of newspapers disappear, and the remaining papers build on consistency, reliability, and public respect.  Le Messager is sure to be among them.
	If the government does in fact give in to opposition demands for a national conference, the word "opposition" will no longer carry the weight it once did.  The common malady of "defiance of the government as editorial line" will have to be cured in the private press, and further diversity of opinion tolerated.  Hopefully the reliance on opinion pieces can also be reduced, a necessary step to maintaining the current public interest in newspapers.  As Fame Ndongo says, "When you spend your time giving your opinions, people are going to be bored after two, three, or four years." Interview, 16 April 1991.  An American-style straight news orientation is not necessarily desirable in Cameroon's situation, which is in need of forums of public debate.  But some challenge to the government's domination of the information sector must be mounted.  Ideally Cameroon could use a daily fact-based private newspaper and a private news-gathering association that could compete with that of Cameroon Tribune.  This would be a giant step towards a truly informed public.
	Censorship, while attempting to discourage political opposition, has actually made it more glamorous and exciting, thus actually encouraging papers to concentrate on political discussions and criticisms.   With censorship removed and the political turmoil of the moment calmed, the press may see that there is much more to Cameroon than politics.  Recent private press forays into the investigation field are a good sign.  This press has the capability to be an active force for change instead of merely a reactionary voice against those in power. 
	The paper Challenge Hebdo came up with a first for the private press in April when it published a public opinion poll rating Biya's ministers.  Unfortunately the embarrassing results prompted the government to begin work on a bill forbidding papers from printing such poll results without prior approval of a special government bureau of polls.  But the use of polls, a mainstay of the press worldwide, is crucial to the democratic process.  With a poll a newspaper could discuss the basis for Biya's assurances that, if asked, the majority of Cameroonians would say that they do not want a national conference.  When a reporter once asked Biya if the government would undertake such a poll he responded that such things are expensive and "Cameroon does not have money to throw out the windows." Cameroon Tribune (French), 12 April 1991.

Interview:
	Another aid to the power of the press would be a national association of journalists.  The private press has some level of organization and has met twice to issue statements to the government complaining about its treatment by the censor and the military.  But the ideal organization of this kind would also include journalists of the public press, who have not been allowed to form any kind of group in the past.  Njawe says that in all of Africa he has not seen such a strict division as exists in Cameroon between public and private journalists, who should form one body as they face many of the same issues.
	If the Tribune is successful and sincere in its reorientation process, perhaps its journalists will have more in common with their compatriots in the private press, and their paper will become a voice to be reckoned with in the future.  Even if it does not succeed, it is not likely to disappear, at least during this administration, but it could be relegated to the bottom rack of the kiosk and the desks of public servants.
	Cameroon's press is changing at a speed that requires journalists to run to catch up.  In the process, they find that their own newspapers no longer serve the audiences or the purposes they once did, and must constantly reinvent themselves.  If political progress allows the current vitality of the press to blossom, Cameroon may find itself with one of the most exciting and valuable presses in existence.  Cameroun change, la presse du Cameroun aussi.

Appendix

	Celestin Monga is a bank employee in Douala, Cameroon who for several years has written articles, especially criticisms of Cameroonian politics, for various publications in Cameroon and elsewhere.  Through this work he has become regarded as one of the nation's leading intellectuals.  He became a sort of popular hero in January 1991, when he was arrested for criticizing  the President as the result of a piece he wrote for Le Messager.  His arrest sparked protests throughout the country.
	The interview excerpted here, which took place at Monga's home in Douala on May 2, 1991, was the first he had given since his arrest.  It is included here because of the insights it provides into the state of Cameroon's press and government, and into the minds of one of the country's most challenging  critics. 


Q:  Briefly, what's the history behind the events of January?

A:   I came back to Cameroon from Europe in 1986, and taught a little.  Fame Ndongo at ESSTIC [the state journalism school] asked me to.  And then I joined BCCI [the international bank], where they opened an economic studies department in November 1986.  They asked me to be head of this department.  I came back to Cameroon mostly for familial reasons, but I wanted to continue some intellectual activity, so I wrote some articles from time to time for various newspapers where I had friends, where I knew people.  
	I had previously refused to write in the Cameroonian press, because I knew that what I wrote could not be published [due to censorship].  But since last year, since 1990, I began to write occasional opinion pieces for Le Messager  in the form of open letters to [President] Paul Biya.  The one in January was not at all the first.  Last year I wrote two such letters, which were just as critical as the others...  But they went by unnoticed because the censor and the police let them go, so it was mostly the intellectuals who saw them.  

Q:  Why did you start writing for Le Messager?

A:  Because in the past year, I got the feeling that Le Messager was coming closer to my point of view.  At the start, I didn't like their political line at all.  They said that, okay, we have to write that Biya is very good, that his ideas are very good, and that it is the system that's flawed.  I think just the opposite, that Biya is very bad, and that he has no ideas, and thus his system is bad.  And in the past year, I have the impression that Le Messager has improved a little, and has begun to criticize the larger political actions taken by the President.  I thought they were taking an interesting position, so I decided to give them a hand.

Q:  Were you close to the editors of Le Messager?

A:  On a friendship basis, yes.  They are my friends.  I have known [Director of Publication Pius] Njawe for two years, because he is a courageous friend, even if I did not always agree with his strategy.  I realize today that he was undoubtedly right, that it was the right strategy, because if they had said what I would have liked them to, the paper would have gone out of existence.  If they had attacked Biya from the beginning, the paper would undoubtedly not exist.
	So in January I heard Biya address the National Assembly on television, and he said a number of ridiculous things. I waited a few days for opposition politicians to react, but nobody did.  I called my friends Njawe and [Messager  editor] Noumbissie to say that I had I piece to send them.  They published the article, and then you know the rest.  The edition was seized, and I was arrested and put on trial.  
 
Q:  How long were you in prison?

A:  Three days, the first being January third.

Q:  Why do editors sometimes choose to print their edition before showing it to the censor, as happened in this case?

A:  It's psychology in a way. If he sees that the paper is already printed, he might not tell you, "Burn them all because there are three lines I don't like."  So what the paper did in the case of edition 209 of December 27, the one with my article, is that they printed it and then gave it to the censor.  Then, because the censor had it for more than six hours without responding, they put the paper on sale.  And afterwards, the paper was seized, and the police took it off all the newsstands.

Q:  When you wrote the letter, did you think that it was extraordinarily critical?  More than the others?

A:  No, because I had already been arrested several times for things I wrote here.  So I thought that, yes, it's possible that I could be arrested, but since Biya had announced that from now on he wouldn't arrest anyone, I thought he wouldn't...  I told myself that this time they would only hurt themselves if they arrested me, because on December 31st the President had said in his end-of-year message, "No, no!  Nobody has to go hide in the forest anymore to express their opinions," and the next morning at 6, they came to get me! 

Q:  Someone told me that at times Le Messager puts confrontational items in the paper that they know will be censored, just to provoke the censor.  Did you do that with this letter?

A:  No, not with this letter.  But it is true that sometimes at Le Messager and in the private press, they decide to take a certain number of risks.  For example, with the interview I will give next week to Challenge Hebdo, they're not going to show it to the censor, before or after printing.  Because if they show it to the censor, it's certain that it will be seized.  So what they're going to do is print the interview and put a few copies on sale, the police will seize them, and the rest they will sell underground.  

Q:  And that is possible?

A:  You can do it but it's more complicated, and costs a lot to organize, because you have to utilize other channels of distribution, people you can count on, and so on.  But it's the only way to beat the censor, because if we wait for the day when they let us print what we want to print, we will wait our whole lives.  One of the reasons that I haven't given interviews since the trial is because I knew that what I was going to say would not be published.
 
Q:  Do papers do this often?

A:  Not often, just for some important issues.  For example, three weeks ago Le Messager  printed a list of political prisoners from North Cameroon.  Last month they had this list and they tried to print it, but the censor took it out.  The President says every day that there are no more political prisoners, that he let them go, and here they have a list of names of people who haven't even been tried and are in prison, people who were sentenced and served their time but are still in prison for no reason.  
	So the editors said, OK, we're going to confront them.  That's the tendency now.  They've chosen confrontation.  The risks are great, of course, but it's the only way to get things moving, because the discussions, the negotiations get nowhere.  While all the newspapers are censored in Cameroon, Mr. Biya says in Paris that censorship is symbolic.  He takes us for imbeciles.

Q:  Do you think of yourself as a journalist?

A:  No, my job is being a banker at BCCI.

Q:  So why write?

A:  Because I have the impression that the journalists, the politicians, and the intellectuals don't do their job in this country.  The things I wrote in my letter are normally the work of politicians, heads of opposition parties.  I don't know what they do or where they were, but they didn't listen.  Since my trial they've started to take points of view from time to time.  
	I think that the heads of opposition parties don't do their job.  The intellectuals that normally should express themselves publicly don't express themselves.  There are men like Fame Ndongo who are there to amplify the official point of view.  When the government does something, they applaud, and they call themselves intellectuals.  And unfortunately the journalists don't really do their jobs either, although that's beginning to get better, but when I read the private press it's still very bad.  If I involve myself it's because I have the impression that the people who should do it are occupied with other things.
  
Q:  How has the private press improved?

A:  You have to take the papers from December and compare them to those of April, and you will see that the subjects that are treated, their tone, is totally different.  There has been a fundamental change.

Q:  What other changes would you like to see?

A:  There are still too occupied with petty politics.  The true problems of Cameroon don't get discussed.  I have told this to my friends at Le Messager many times.  Problems like urbanization— In a city like Douala, 90 percent of the people live in slums.  Nobody has ever done an article on the problem of urbanization in Douala. They don't talk about education, health, the problems of the daily lives of the people.  They talk about politics because it's more glamorous.  But that's going to change, because it's all just beginning.  It's the first time that they've had the right to talk about politics.  But I think in a couple of months people will be tired of politics and politicians, so the papers that want to keep their audience have to start posing the problems that affect the daily lives of people.

Q:  In your letter you challenged Biya's statement, "I have led you to democracy."   Why?

A:  That's what bothered me the most.  On June 29, 1987, he goes in front of the National Assembly and makes a big speech and says, "We are a great country," and everyone applauds.  He says, "We will not go to the International Monetary Fund [for economic aid]," and everybody says, "Bravo!"  And then in February, they announce that Cameroon has signed an accord with the IMF.  On April 9, 1990 he goes on television to announce that Cameroonians have told him they don't want multi-party politics, and says, "I have understood you.  Cameroon has only one problem.  It's not multi-party politics, it's the economic crisis."  On June 30, at his party's congress, he says, "Okay, maybe we have to think about eventual political competition."  
	This man truly believes we're imbeciles. When he says, "I have led you to democracy," he takes us to be sheep.  One of his ministers said one day on television, "We are the sheep and the President is our shepherd."  Incredible.  Incredible.  These are men who in my opinion do not even know the meaning of the words used in political debate.  Evidently, they are not used to being criticized, so they say whatever they want.  I hope that now they will start to think before they speak.  That shocked me profoundly when I heard that, because not only was he mocking us, he was telling us that he was mocking us.  So that's what made me write my famous letter.

Q:  And now Biya says proudly that Mitterand told him he is one of the best students of democracy.

A:  A head of state, at his age, a student.  We don't want students.  These are people who entered into politics with no preparation, and they sense that they can treat us like sheep, so they can do whatever they want and they will get by.  They have gotten by for 10 years, but now it's starting to change.

Q:  The thing about your letter which most enraged the government was the insolent tone you used to address the President.  I think that comes out of the traditional chief mentality, where there are certain established ways of addressing a ruler.

A:  Yes.  During my trial, the attorney for the President of the Republic who was prosecuting me said, "What is shocking in the Monga affair is that Monga is a Bamiléké.  And Bamilékés respect their chief.  When the chief speaks, you listen.  When the chief says walk on your knees, you walk on your knees."  I was there, but I couldn't say anything because I had decided not to speak during the trial, to not even respond.  But if I had spoken I would have said this:  It's true that in the African mentality, one respects the chief, one doesn't touch him.  But the chief, Mr. Biya, does not have that African mentality.  
	A chief is supposed to respect his people.  Mr. Biya does not respect his people.  The chief is there to concern himself with the community.  There are councils of elders, what are called secret societies, which play the role of the National Assembly in the Western system.  They are there to transmit to the President what the people are thinking, and the chief listens.  The chief does not decide alone.  
	In my village, when you go see the chief, you say, "I have a problem and I would like a solution."  The chief doesn't say, "Okay, here's the solution."  The chief says, "I understand, come back tomorrow."  And in the night he will meet with the council of elders, he will meet with the secret society, he will pose the problem, and they will offer solutions, and the next day he will give you an answer.  So I agree that you don't talk to an African chief in a certain way, but that chief has to be truly an African chief. 

Q:  So if the chief acts like a chief, he gets respect.

A:  Right, not like a little bandit who wants money.  Biya is not an African chief and he cannot be an African chief. 

Q:  So you didn't feel that you were using injurious language?

A:  If I want to talk about Biya, there are plenty of other words in the dictionary I could use.

Q:  I read this, your most recent letter to the President.

A:  Yes, that's the second 'famous' one.  That was after the trial.**  In his second letter, Monga chastised Biya for the impoliteness of the response to his first letter, and demanded a more intellectual reply.   He again lamented the sad state of the nation, contrasted it with Biya's wealth and luxury, and commented, "No, Mr. President, you and I don't live in the same country." 

Q:  You didn't publish this one?

A:  No.  At the trial they gave me a suspended sentence.  They took away my passport, and the attorney said that I could not leave Douala without authorization.  I said to myself, they want to scare me, they want me to apologize, and then they will give me my passport, and they will leave me alone.  I wanted to show them that I was not at all scared, so I wrote this second letter, and gave it to some journalists at three or four newspapers. They all tried to print it, even clandestinely, without showing it to the censor.  Impossible.  So, it gets photocopied and circulated and ends up all over. 

Q:  If something like this happened again, do you think the government would persecute you?

A:  I know that as long as Mr. Biya and his men are in power, I will not be safe.  That's certain, for a simple reason.  That is, I have no intention of apologizing, and I have every intention of continuing to annoy them.  We will have a permanent confrontation.  So they will persecute me, and that's normal, because I persecute them.  Now the thing is to see who's stronger.  Six months ago they were stronger, now we don't really know.  
	When I was judged in January I was sentenced to six months in prison, with a suspended sentence.  So I appealed it, as I was not satisfied with the decision.  According to law, they have to retry me within four months.  That was the 18 of January, so they have to do it before May 18, and they can't do it, for a simple reason.  If they announce that they're having another Monga trial, Mr. Biya risks losing his position, because all of Cameroon will be out in the streets.  

Q:  Do you think the government regrets starting all this?

A:  Of course.  I hope for their sake that they regret it.  If they don't they are even less intelligent than I thought.  If they haven't judged my case again by May 18, in two or three weeks, the law says that the first trial is invalid.  So that wipes out the sentence I got in January.  And if that happens, I will take Biya to court. I will bring him to trial for abuse of power. To take me to court, to take me away from my job, to take up my time for six months, only to find that it was a mistake, that's a serious error.  I will talk to Pius Njawe and some lawyers and we will have a good little trial.  We will call Mr. Biya to come and tell us how he could allow himself to arrest two honest citizens who have done nothing wrong and make them the object of a trial. 
 
Q:  And you hope to see Mr. Biya in the courtroom?

A:  He is a citizen like anyone else.  

Q:  Do you think there was an aspect of tribalism to the trial?

A:  At one point when they didn't know what else to say, they said, "Look, Monga is Bamiléké, Njawe is Bamiléké, it's a Bamiléké affair."  They even distributed tracts to that effect in the city.  Unfortunately it didn't work.  They even wrote a song about me that was on television, which said that I was manipulated by the Bamiléké tribe, by foreign powers, by Americans.  They took out the judge and the magistrate who were going to handle the case and put only Bamilékés in.  So the president of the tribunal was Bamiléké, there was a Bamiléké attorney, everyone, because they thought that if they put in someone from another tribe, people would say it was a tribal decision.  
	A friend asked me, "Aren't the Bamiléké backing you up?"  I asked why he thought this, and he said it was because there was a Bamiléké businessman who gave 500,000 CFA [$2,000] to my liberation fund.  That was the proof.  And I said yes, that's true, but there are men in the North who gave 2 million, 3 million, people who don't even know me, who don't even want to know me, but who gave simply for the principle of the thing.  Maybe it's the men in the North who are manipulating me...  We live in a country where whenever there's a problem people ask, "What's his tribe?  What's his origin?"  It's a problem we shouldn't exaggerate.

Q:  Is censorship getting better or worse?

A:  The officials responsible for it want to be more strict.  But they can't anymore, because there are too many papers to read, and the law gives them only four hours to go through a paper.  If you have ten papers that you have to get through by noon, you can't read everything. You'll read the headlines and look over it quickly.  They want to be stricter because they have instructions to that effect, but exactly the opposite happens, because many journalists have become more courageous. They have realized that they can express a point of view without going to prison.  
	So the longer the censor exists, the more it will become ineffective. As I said, next week they won't show the paper to the censor, and they will wait for the police.  And they will do that once, twice, and if it works they will do it systematically. 
 
Q:  Sometimes I see things in the paper and say, "Why did they let that through?"

A:  Exactly.  Challenge Hebdo last week did an article on the problem of hunger in North Cameroon.  Because of the Sahel and the bad agricultural policies there, many people are dying of hunger.  So the headline was, "The Government is Starving North Cameroon."  As soon as the censor saw that, he said, "No, you're crazy, if I let that go by I'll be dead," and he cut out that article and left all the others.  And there was an article just after in which someone said that if there is one cancer in Cameroon's society today, it's not the people who do acts of violence in the streets, it's Paul Biya, who's stealing money.  It was harsher than the other article.  So I think that even if they want to be stricter, they cannot.

Q:  What do you think of  Cameroon Tribune?

A:  I think it is a party-affiliated paper.  Here is a party paper of the UPC, which is just as bad as Cameroon Tribune.  It's the same thing:  "Everything they do is bad, everything we do is very good."  All the party papers in my opinion are useless, because they don't try for any objectivity in information, they simply try to justify a position.  I can't say I don't like it.  I'm completely indifferent.  

Q:  Do you think it's possible for state-owned media to be objective?

A:  It's impossible.  In large countries that are more further along than us on the level of this debate, it's a problem that cannot be solved.  Biya was somewhat right when he said every regime has its journalists, because in France it's like that.  When the President changes, the director of television changes, and so on.  It's more pronounced here because it's familial administration.  The director of television is not only the friend of the President, he considers him as his brother.
	So Biya can try [to make television objective], but it won't work without a neutral structure to control it.  And Biya will not accept a neutral structure.  So he will undoubtedly set up something symbolic, and they will show three hours on the CPDM and then five minutes on the UPC, and say "Voila! We've opened it up."  And it's not only in Cameroon.  In all the countries in the world I am sure that those in power would like to control the media, especially television, which has an incredible impact.  So it's normal, this tendency.  But to think that we could arrive at a guarantee of pluralism organized by one person is impossible.  

Q:  People say that the private press lacks professionalism, because anyone can be a journalist and criticize things.

A:  As if at Cameroon Tribune, where there are only high-level university graduates, there is professionalism.

Q:  Is this a real problem?

A:  It's true and false.  It's true that when I open up Challenge Hebdo I often say, that headline is bad, there are mistakes in the French.  I tell them that to be a serious newspaper, you have to rigorously check every comma.  But they don't listen, because they just want to sell, to be widely known.  It's true that since they recruit from the streets, the quality of what they publish, the form of what they publish, is not always the best.  But at Cameroon Tribune, all the journalists are university graduates, and the paper is just as bad as the private press.  So it's a problem, but in my opinion it's not fundamental.  Le Messager publishes 50,000 copies now, and I think on their staff there are maybe two people with college degrees.  

Q:  In your second letter, you said that innocent persons lost their lives as a result of your trial.

A:  During my trial there were confrontations between the crowd and the police in Douala, and in Garoua especially. There were seven deaths at Garoua.

Q:  Were you surprised at the public support you received?

A:  That's the thing that most surprised me, because as I said, I was here since 1986, and I wrote regularly, and I had the impression that I always wrote the same things.  And they arrested me many times, even in my office at BCCI.  So I never, never counted on the popular mobilization.  But this time, when I saw the people who were demonstrating, I understood that I would not stay in jail very long.  
	I have to say that the work my friends did meant a lot, friends like Lapiro de Mbanga, one of the most popular musicians in Cameroon, who led a big campaign for me, distributed tracts everywhere in the city saying that anyone who was on my side should demonstrate at the Palais de Justice.  I have never seen that in this country, that people would get up to go demonstrate in favor of someone who is persecuted by the state of Cameroon, by the President of the Republic, by the National Assembly.  It's more than I could hope for that someone would take the risk to defend me because he agrees with my ideas. 
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